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●  A series of RCTs done at The BMJ on the peer review process 
that have helped inform our policies 
 

●  Some other relevant research evidence on peer review from BMJ 
research studies 

What am I going to talk about? 



Peer review is  
‘inconsistent, unreliable, unfair, etc….’ 



● Does blinding help ? 
 

● Can one select better reviewers ? 
 

● Can we train them to become better ? 
 
 

We have done a number of trials to improve 
peer review 



 

Does blinding help ? 



420 reviewers: 2 x 2 factorial trial 
 
● Manuscripts with and without the authors' 
names and affiliations 
● Reviewers were asked to sign/ not sign their 
reports 
 

● Main Outcome Measure: the number of 
weaknesses in the paper that were commented 
on by the reviewers. 

Blinding trial with a paper in which 8 areas of 
weakness had been inserted 

Presenter
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Anxiety about bias, lack of accountability, and poor quality of peer review has led to questions about the imbalance in anonymity between reviewers and authors.OBJECTIVE:To evaluate the effect on the quality of peer review of blinding reviewers to the authors' identities and requiring reviewers to sign their reports.DESIGN:Randomized controlled trial.SETTING:A general medical journal.PARTICIPANTS:A total of 420 reviewers from the journal's database.INTERVENTION:We modified a paper accepted for publication introducing 8 areas of weakness. Reviewers were randomly allocated to 5 groups. Groups 1 and 2 received manuscripts from which the authors' names and affiliations had been removed, while groups 3 and 4 were aware of the authors' identities. Groups 1 and 3 were asked to sign their reports, while groups 2 and 4 were asked to return their reports unsigned. The fifth group was sent the paper in the usual manner of the journal, with authors' identities revealed and a request to comment anonymously. Group 5 differed from group 4 only in that its members were unaware that they were taking part in a study.MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE:The number of weaknesses in the paper that were commented on by the reviewers.RESULTS:Reports were received from 221 reviewers (53%). The mean number of weaknesses commented on was 2 (1.7, 2.1, 1.8, and 1.9 for groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 and 5 combined, respectively). There were no statistically significant differences between groups in their performance. Reviewers who were blinded to authors' dentities were less likely to recommend rejection than those who were aware of the authors' identities (odds ratio, 0.5; 95% confidence interval, 0.3-1.0).CONCLUSIONS:Neither blinding reviewers to the authors and origin of the paper nor requiring them to sign their reports had any effect on rate of detection of errors. Such measures are unlikely to improve the quality of peer review reports.



53% of reviewers returned a review: 
 
Mean number of weaknesses detected was 2.0 

Other result: 
 
Reviewers blinded to authors' identities were less likely to 
recommend rejection than those who were aware of authors' 
identities 
 
  
 
 
 Such measures are unlikely to improve the quality of peer 
 review reports. 
 

Godlee F, et al JAMA 1998: 280: 237-240. 
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Rennie, 1994“The only ethically justifiable systems of peer review are either completely closed (with no one but an editorial assistant knowing the identity of the authors and only the editor knowing the identify of the reviewer) or completely open”.McNutt et al, 1990: Small significant improvement in quality when reviewers blinded to authors’ identifies= small studyNot easy to hide author’s identityAuthors tend to cite their own work in referencesReviewers tend to know who's doing what work in their own fieldIn RCTs of blinded peer review, reviewers correctly identified author or institution in 24-50% of casesCONTEXT: Anxiety about bias, lack of accountability, and poor quality of peer review has led to questions about the imbalance in anonymity between reviewers and authors. OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the effect on the quality of peer review of blinding reviewers to the authors' identities and requiring reviewers to sign their reports. DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial. SETTING: A general medical journal. PARTICIPANTS: A total of 420 reviewers from the journal's database.INTERVENTION: We modified a paper accepted for publication introducing 8 areas of weakness. Reviewers were randomly allocated to 5 groups. Groups 1 and 2 received manuscripts from which the authors' names and affiliations had been removed, while groups 3 and 4 were aware of the authors' identities. Groups 1 and 3 were asked to sign their reports, while groups 2 and 4 were asked to return their reports unsigned. The fifth group was sent the paper in the usual manner of the journal, with authors' identities revealed and a request to comment anonymously. Group 5 differed from group 4 only in that its members were unaware that they were taking part in a study. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE: The number of weaknesses in the paper that were commented on by the reviewers. RESULTS: Reports were received from 221 reviewers (53%). The mean number of weaknesses commented on was 2 (1.7, 2.1, 1.8, and 1.9 for groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 and 5 combined, respectively). There were no statistically significant differences between groups in their performance. Reviewers who were blinded to authors' identities were less likely to recommend rejection than those who were aware of the authors' identities (odds ratio, 0.5; 95% confidence interval, 0.3-1.0). CONCLUSIONS: Neither blinding reviewers to the authors and origin of the paper nor requiring them to sign their reports had any effect on rate of detection of errors. Such measures are unlikely to improve the quality of peer review reports.�



●There is no gold standard 
 

●We developed a surrogate: 
RQI 

What is a good peer review ? 



● Did the reviewer discuss the importance of the research question? 
● Did the reviewer discuss the originality of the paper? 
● Did the reviewer clearly identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 

method (study design, data collection and data analysis)? 
● Did the reviewer make specific useful comments on the writing, 

organisation, tables and  figures of the manuscript? 
● Were the reviewer’s comments constructive? 
● Did the reviewer supply appropriate evidence using examples from the 

paper to substantiate their comments? 
● Did the reviewer comment on the author's interpretation of the results? 
● How would you rate the quality of this review overall? 

 
Van Rooyen S, et al. J Clin Epidemiol 1999;52(7):625-9. 

 

Review Quality Instrument (validated tool) 
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 The Review Quality Instrument1) Did the reviewer discuss the importance of the research question? ? (1= Not at all, 5=Discussed extensively)  2) Did the reviewer discuss the originality of the paper? ? (1= Not at all, 5=           Discussed extensively with references)  3) Did the reviewer clearly identify the strengths and weaknesses of the method (study design, data collection and data analysis)? ? (1= Not at all, 5=Comprehensive) 4) Did the reviewer make specific useful comments on the writing, organisation, tables and  figures of the manuscript? (1= Not at all, 5=Extensive)  5) Were the reviewer’s comments constructive?  (1= Not at all, 5=Very constructive) 6) Did the reviewer supply appropriate evidence using examples from the paper to substantiate their comments? (1- No comments substantiated, 5= All comments substantiated)  7) Did the reviewer comment on the author's interpretation of the results? (1= Not  at all, 5=Discussed extensively)8) How would you rate the quality of this review overall? ? (1= Poor, 5=Excellent) 



● Quality scores were 3.26 and 3.25 
 

● Blinding was succesfull in 67% of cases 
 

● Blinding made no editorially significant 
difference to review quality, reviewers' 
recommendations, or time taken to review 
 

 van Rooyen S, JAMA 1998: 280; 234-7 

 
 

476 BMJ papers given to one blinded and  
one unblinded reviewer: 



125 BMJ papers randomized  
 
one reviewer to have identity revealed to the authors and 
 
one reviewer to remain anonymous. 
 
 
● No important effect on the quality of the review, the recommendation 

regarding publication, or the time taken to review  
 

● But it significantly increased the likelihood of reviewers declining to 
review 

 
       
        BMJ introduced signed reviewers' opinions 
         
     van Rooyen S, et al. BMJ 1999;318:23-7. 
 

Effect of open peer review on quality of reviews 
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OBJECTIVES: To examine the effect on peer review of asking reviewers to have their identity revealed to the authors of the paper. DESIGN: Randomised trial. Consecutive eligible papers were sent to two reviewers who were randomised to have their identity revealed to the authors or to remain anonymous. Editors and authors were blind to the intervention. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: The quality of the reviews was independently rated by two editors and the corresponding author using a validated instrument. Additional outcomes were the time taken to complete the review and the recommendation regarding publication. A questionnaire survey was undertaken of the authors of a cohort of manuscripts submitted for publication to find out their views on open peer review. RESULTS: Two editors' assessments were obtained for 113 out of 125 manuscripts, and the corresponding author's assessment was obtained for 105. Reviewers randomised to be asked to be identified were 12% (95% confidence interval 0.2% to 24%) more likely to decline to review than reviewers randomised to remain anonymous (35% v 23%). There was no significant difference in quality (scored on a scale of 1 to 5) between anonymous reviewers (3.06 (SD 0.72)) and identified reviewers (3.09 (0.68)) (P=0.68, 95% confidence interval for difference - 0.19 to 0.12), and no significant difference in the recommendation regarding publication or time taken to review the paper. The editors' quality score for reviews (3.05 (SD 0.70)) was significantly higher than that of authors (2.90 (0.87)) (P<0.005, 95%confidence interval for difference - 0.26 to - 0.03). Most authors were in favour of open peer review. CONCLUSIONS: Asking reviewers to consent to being identified to the author had no important effect on the quality of the review, the recommendation regarding publication, or the time taken to review, but it significantly increased the likelihood of reviewers declining to review.�



Does telling peer reviewers that their signed 
reviews of research papers might be posted on 
the BMJ’s website affect the quality of their 
reviews? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BMJ reviewers are told when they are solicited to review. We believe that the ethical arguments in favour of open peer review more than outweigh these disadvantages.



Intervention: the reviewer's signed report made available on 
the BMJ's website alongside the published paper 
 
Control: usual practice 
 
Outcome: quality of the review by RQI 

Trial: 558 BMJ papers randomised 



471 manuscripts remained after exclusions  
1039 reviewers approached, 568 (55%) 
declined 

Editors’ assessment    3.40   3.36    
 
Authors’ assessment    3.16   3.10 
 
Reviewers’ time taken (minutes) 182   157   
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To see whether telling peer reviewers that their signed reviews of original research papers might be posted on the BMJ's website would affect the quality of their reviews.DESIGN:Randomised controlled trial.SETTING:A large international general medical journal based in the United Kingdom.PARTICIPANTS:541 authors, 471 peer reviewers, and 12 editors.INTERVENTION:Consecutive eligible papers were randomised either to have the reviewer's signed report made available on the BMJ's website alongside the published paper (intervention group) or to have the report made available only to the author-the BMJ's normal procedure (control group). The intervention was the act of revealing to reviewers-after they had agreed to review but before they undertook their review-that their signed report might appear on the website.MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES:The main outcome measure was the quality of the reviews, as independently rated on a scale of 1 to 5 using a validated instrument by two editors and the corresponding author. Authors and editors were blind to the intervention group. Authors rated review quality before the fate of their paper had been decided. Additional outcomes were the time taken to complete the review and the reviewer's recommendation regarding publication.RESULTS:558 manuscripts were randomised, and 471 manuscripts remained after exclusions. Of the 1039 reviewers approached to take part in the study, 568 (55%) declined. Two editors' evaluations of the quality of the peer review were obtained for all 471 manuscripts, with the corresponding author's evaluation obtained for 453. There was no significant difference in review quality between the intervention and control groups (mean difference for editors 0.04, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.17; for authors 0.06, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.20). Any possible difference in favour of the control group was well below the level regarded as editorially significant. Reviewers in the intervention group took significantly longer to review (mean difference 25 minutes, 95% CI 3.0 to 47.0 minutes).CONCLUSION:Telling peer reviewers that their signed reviews might be available in the public domain on the BMJ's website had no important effect on review quality. Although the possibility of posting reviews online was associated with a high refusal rate among potential peer reviewers and an increase in the amount of time taken to write a review, we believe that the ethical arguments in favour of open peer review more than outweigh these disadvantages.



● does not affect the quality of their review 
 

● does increase time to complete their review 
 

And: 
 
Reviewers, although not authors, are reluctant 
to participate in an experiment of very open 
peer review 

So, telling peer reviewers that their signed 
reviews of research papers will be posted on 
the BMJ’s website:  

Van Rooyen. BMJ. 2010; 341: c5729. 



● Survey of 420 BMJ papers with 690 reviews: 
 

● Review quality increases with time spent on a review, up to 3 hours 
but not beyond  

How long should reviewers spend on a review? 

Black et al. JAMA. 1998 Jul 15;280(3):231-3 
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Black N, van Rooyen S, Godlee F, Smith R, Evans S. What makes a good reviewer and a good review for a general medical journal? JAMA. 1998;280(3):231-3.Selecting peer reviewers who will provide high-quality reviews is a central task of editors of biomedical journals.OBJECTIVES:To determine the characteristics of reviewers for a general medical journal who produce high-quality reviews and to describe the characteristics of a good review, particularly in terms of the time spent reviewing and turnaround time.DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS:Surveys of reviewers of the 420 manuscripts submitted to BMJ between January and June 1997.MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES:Review quality was assessed independently by 2 editors and by the corresponding author using a newly developed 7-item review quality instrument.RESULTS:Of the 420 manuscripts, 345 (82%) had 2 reviews completed, for a total of 690 reviews. Authors' assessments of review quality were available for 507 reviews. The characteristics of reviewers had little association with the quality of the reviews they produced (explaining only 8% of the variation), regardless of whether editors or authors defined the quality of the review. In a logistic regression analysis, the only significant factor associated with higher-quality ratings by both editors and authors was reviewers trained in epidemiology or statistics. Younger age also was an independent predictor for editors' quality assessments, while reviews performed by reviewers who were members of an editorial board were rated of poorer quality by authors. Review quality increased with time spent on a review, up to 3 hours but not beyond.CONCLUSIONS:The characteristics of reviewers we studied did not identify those who performed high-quality reviews. Reviewers might be advised that spending longer than 3 hours on a review on average did not appear to increase review quality as rated by editors and authors.Stossel, T. (1985). Reviewer status and review quality: experience ofthe Journal of Clinical Investigation. New England Journal ofMedicine 312, 658-659



● aged under 40 
 
● working in a good institution  
 
● known to the editors 
 
● methodological training (statistics & epidemiology) 

 
 

 Black N et al. JAMA 1998;280:231-3. 
 

What makes a good reviewer? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Black N, van Rooyen S, Godlee F, Smith R, Evans S. What makes a good reviewer and a good review in a general medical journal. JAMA 1998;280:231-3.Arthur T. Evans , Robert A. Mcnutt, Suzanne W. Fletcher and Robert H. Fletcher The characteristics of peer reviewers who produce good-quality reviews Journal of General Internal Medicine Volume 8, Number 8 / August, 1993 doi 10.1007/BF02599618 Abstract   Objective: To determine the characteristics of good peer reviewers. Design: Cross-sectional analysis of data gathered during a randomized controlled trial. Setting: The Journal of General Internal Medicine. Participants: 226 reviewers of 131 consecutively submitted manuscripts of original research. 201 (91%) completed the review and submitted a curriculum vitae. Measurements and main results: The quality of each review was judged on a scale from 1 to 5 by an editor who was blinded to the identity of the reviewer. Reviewer characteristics were taken from the curricula vitae. 86 of the 201 reviewers (43%) produced good reviews (a grade of 4 or 5). Using logistic regression, the authors found that when a reviewer was less than 40 years old, from a top academic institution, well known to the editor choosing the reviewer, and blinded to the identity of the manuscript’s authors, the probability that he or she would produce a good review was 87%, whereas a reviewer without any of these characteristics had a 7% probability of producing a good review. Other characteristics that were significant only on bivariate analysis included previous clinical research training, additional postgraduate degrees, and more time spent on the review. There was a negative but statistically nonsignificant association between academic rank and review quality: 37% of full professors, 39% of associate professors, and 51% of assistant professors or fellows produced good reviews (p=0.11). Conclusions: Good peer reviewers for this journal tended to be young, from strong academic institutions, well known to the editors, and blinded to the identity of the manuscript’s authors. Evans et al.The characteristic of peer reviewers who produce good-quality reviews J Gen Intern Med 1993;8:422-8.226 reviewers of 131 papers submitted to the journal. 43% of reviews were good (on a 5 pt editors' scale). The characteristics on this slide had 87% chance of predicting a good review.Could editors be biased if they know reviewers??



Would training help ? 



 

Trial of training interventions 



 
 
● Slight improvement in review quality, but not of editorial significance 

& not maintained in the long term 
 
 

● Identified more errors but not maintained in long term 
 

   
  

Does training reviewers improve the quality of 
review or number of errors detected? 

Schroter, et al. BMJ. 2004 Mar 20; 328(7441): 673 
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Presentation Notes
Reviewers in self-taught gp scored higher on RQI after training than control group but difference not of editorial significance and not maintained in long term.  Both intervention gps identified signif more major errors after training than the control gp & this remained signif after accounting for baseline scores.  The evidence for benefit of training was no longer apparent on further testing six months after the interventions.3 of the 9 major errors 1 of the 5 minor errorsDetection of errors was relatively consistent across 3 papersError detection consistent betw. the 3 groups 	i.e. the interventions had little effect Most: biased randomization procedure and no explanations for ineligible or non-randomized casesLeast: word reversal, no mention of a Hawthorne effect, & inconsistency betw. text & tablesImprovements after training were trivial & largest in technical aspects of review which could be identified by well trained journal staffMajor errorsPoor justification for studyBiased randomization procedureNo sample size calculationUnknown reliability & validity of outcome measure Failure to analyse the data on an Intention-to-treat basis Poor response rate Unjustified conclusions Discrepancy between abstract & results Inconsistent denominator Minor errorsNo ethics approvalNo explanations for ineligible or non-randomized casesInconsistency between text & tables Word reversal No mention of Hawthorne effect



 
●  On average, reviewers reported only 3 of the 9 major errors in their 

reviews, with almost a quarter of the reviewers reporting one or less.  
 

  
Schroter S, et al J R Soc Med 2008:101: 507-14.  

 
 
 

But..... peer review is poor at detecting errors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is based on data from the training RCT in previous slide



● Cohort of 61 RCTs submitted to The BMJ and published in The BMJ 
or elsewhere 
 

● Numbers of tables & figures didn’t change markedly between 
submission & publication 
 

● BMJ peer reviewers seldom commented on tables or figures 
 
 
 
 
 

 Schriger DL, Sinha R, Schroter S, et al.  Ann Emerg Med 2006 Dec;48(6):750-6 
 

Do tables and figures change much after peer 
review? 

Presenter
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We characterize the quantity and quality of data tables and figures in reports of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) submitted to the British Medical Journal (BMJ) and published in peer-reviewed journals. We investigate how the peer review process affected table and figure quality.METHODS:We reviewed 62 consecutive reports of RCTs submitted to the BMJ in 2001 that were later published in the BMJ (n=12) or elsewhere. We counted and categorized the tables and figures in both the initial submissions and published articles. Using standardized instruments and procedures, we analyzed the quality of these tables and figures and checked BMJ editorial documents to see whether changes were triggered by their review process.RESULTS:The numbers of tables and figures did not change markedly between submission and publication. Five percent of publications had no data tables; 56% had no data figures. Data density was low for published tables and figures. Tables seldom showed data stratified on important covariates; 88% of published tables were simple lists or were stratified on only 1 variable. Less than half the figures met their data presentation potential, with most failing to portray by-subject data and few displaying advanced features such as pairing, symbolic dimensionality, or small multiples. BMJ external peer reviewers seldom commented on tables or figures.CONCLUSION:Tables and figures can convey details and complex relationships not easily described in text. Although tables are included in most submitted and published articles, they are not presented optimally; figures are used sparingly and are also of suboptimal quality. Journals should consider improving their table and figure quality in the hope that improved graphics will empower readers to scrutinize the data, thereby dissuading authors from presenting biased analyses and misrepresented conclusions



Should journals use reviewers suggested by 
authors? 
 



Trial on 10 journals, comparing reviewers:  ASR vs. ESR 



● Compared ASRs & ESRs of 10 journals to investigate differences in 
review quality, timeliness, & recommendation for publication 
 

● 788 reviews of 329 manuscripts 
 

● Review quality & timeliness did not differ significantly 
 

● ASRs were more likely to provide a favourable  recommendation 
 

● No evidence that these effects varied across journals 
 
 
 

Schroter S, et al. JAMA 2006;295:314-7. 
 

Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASR= author suggested reviewerESR = editor suggested reviewerNote from Sara – I think it isn’t surprising that ASRs are more favourable as they will be relevant reviewers directly working in the field who are possibly champions of that area of research or sympathetic to the issues researched.Schroter S, Tite L, Hutchings, A, Black N. Differences in review quality and recommendations for publication between peer reviewers suggested by authors or by editors. JAMA 2006;295:314-7CONTEXT: Many journals give authors who submit papers the opportunity to suggest reviewers. Use of these reviewers varies by journal and little is known about the quality of the reviews they produce.OBJECTIVE: To compare author- and editor-suggested reviewers to investigate differences in review quality and recommendations for publication.DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS: Observational study of original research papers sent for external review at 10 biomedical journals. Editors were instructed to make decisions about their choice of reviewers in their usual manner. Journal administrators then requested additional reviews from the author's list of suggestions according to a strict protocol.MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE: Review quality using the Review Quality Instrument and the proportion of reviewers recommending acceptance (including minor revision), revision, or rejection.RESULTS: There were 788 reviews for 329 manuscripts. Review quality (mean difference in Review Quality Instrument score, -0.05; P = .27) did not differ significantly between author- and editor-suggested reviewers. The author-suggested reviewers were more likely to recommend acceptance (odds ratio, 1.64; 95% confidence interval, 1.02-2.66) or revise (odds ratio, 2.66; 95% confidence interval, 1.43-4.97). This difference was larger in the open reviews of BMJ than among the blinded reviews of other journals for acceptance (P = .02). Where author- and editor-suggested reviewers differed in their recommendations, the final editorial decision to accept or reject a study was evenly balanced (50.9% of decisions consistent with the preferences of the author-suggested reviewers).CONCLUSIONS: Author- and editor-suggested reviewers did not differ in the quality of their reviews, but author-suggested reviewers tended to make more favorable recommendations for publication. Editors can be confident that reviewers suggested by authors will complete adequate reviews of manuscripts, but should be cautious about relying on their recommendations for publication.



Survey of 551 reviewers at 5 BMJ journals 
 

Most frequently cited factors for declining to review (n=258 who had 
recently declined):  

 

●   conflict with other workload (76%) 
●   having too many reviews for other journals (29%) 
●   tight deadline for completing review (30%) 
●   insufficient interest in the paper (21%) 
●   absence from work (19%) 

 
Tite L, Schroter S. Why do reviewers decline to review for journals? A survey. JECH 
2007;61:9-12. 

 
 

Why do reviewers decline to review?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…..would incentives work?55% agreed small financial incentives would not encourage reviewers to accept reviews Most popular incentives included:free access/subscription (64%)more feedback about outcome of the submission (57%)more feedback about quality of the review (56%)appointment of reviewers to editorial board (56%)annual acknowledgement on website (56%)



● 258/418 (62%) reviewers from 22 countries 
 

● Only 7% were  given protected time and 74% received no academic 
recognition for this 
● Reviewers rated these factors as extremely/very important in deciding to 
review proposals:  
o 51% desire to support external fairness 
o 47% professional duty 
o 46% relevance of the proposal’s topic 
o 43% wanting to keep up to date 
o 40% desire to avoid suppression of innovation 

● Only 16% reported that guidance from funders was very clear 
● 85% had not been trained in grant review and 64% wanted this 

Schroter S, et al. BMC Medicine 2010;8:62. 
 

Survey of grant reviewers 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background: The objectives of this research were (a) to describe the current status of grant review for biomedical projects and programmes from the perspectives of international funding organisations and grant reviewers, and (b)to explore funders’ interest in developing uniform requirements for grant review aimed at making the processes and practices of grant review more consistent, transparent, and user friendly.Methods: A survey to a convenience sample of 57 international public and private organisations that give grants for biomedical research was conducted. Nine participating organisations then emailed a random sample of their external reviewers an invitation to participate in a second electronic survey.Results: A total of 28 of 57 (49%) organisations in 19 countries responded. Organisations reported these problems as frequent or very frequent: declined review requests (16), late reports (10), administrative burden (7), difficultyfinding new reviewers (4), and reviewers not following guidelines (4). The administrative burden of the process was reported to have increased over the past 5 years. In all, 17 organisations supported the idea of uniform requirements for conducting grant review and for formatting grant proposals. A total of 258/418 (62%) reviewers responded from 22 countries. Of those, 48% (123/258) said their institutions encouraged grant review, yet only 7% (17/258) were given protected time and 74% (192/258) received no academic recognition for this. Reviewers rated these factors as extremely or very important in deciding to review proposals: 51% (131/258) desire to support external fairness, 47% (120/258) professional duty, 46% (118/258) relevance of the proposal’s topic, 43% (110/258)wanting to keep up to date, 40% (104/258) desire to avoid suppression of innovation. Only 16% (42/258) reported that guidance from funders was very clear. In all, 85% (220/258) had not been trained in grant review and 64%(166/258) wanted this.Conclusions: Funders reported a growing workload of biomedical proposals that is getting harder to peer review. Just under half of grant reviewers take part for the good of science and professional development, but many report lack of academic and practical support and clear guidance. Around two-thirds of funders supported the development of uniform requirements for the format and peer review of proposals to help ease the current situation.��



Experiment with patient reviews 

●2013: Patient partnership editor 
●Dr. Tessa Richards has set up a patient panel 

 
●All papers describing a RCT will also be 
reviewed by a patient 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course journals are at the end of the research process, and we cannot simply influence the planning and design of trials. But we would like to try to get patients more involved in the publication of research. We have recently started an experiment for this: the BMJ has last year appointed a patient partnership editor, and she has set up a large patient panel. At the moment, when we send out a paper for peer review, we also ask one or two patients to give their opinion on that same paper. We have not yet been able to evaluate this, but do hope that this will make a contribution to the idea clinical trials should address patients needs.





BMJ Publishing Group Limited 2015. All rights reserved. 

Web: bmj.com 
Email: wweber@bmj.com 
Twitter: @WimWeber_BMJ 
 

Thank You 
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